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Providing a resource to our
Frontline Heroes that serve

their communities every day. As
their professions having

overwhelming stresses that
cause depression, mental

illness, and PTSD
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LEGAL DISCLAIMER
It is required that you read this legal disclaimer section carefully. If you have any doubts, get advice from legal,

financial, taxation, or other competent law practitioners. All of the information provided here is not intended to be

complete, and it should never be construed as a part of different contractual arrangements.

It is our firm conviction that the information provided in this white paper is accurate and up to date and that all

products, services, technical architecture, token distribution, and company timelines are accurate and up to date.

Furthermore, all of these materials may have changed without notice, and they can never be considered a signatory

agreement of advice.

No Advice: 

This white paper does not obligate anybody to sign a contract or make a legally enforceable commitment to

contribute. This white paper also does not constitute any form or part of any opinion that can be construed as advice,

or that can be used to sell or solicit any offer by Trillions to purchase our token, nor shall it be construed as a part of

any effect that can be used in the formation of a contract or an investment decision. 

Compliance with tax obligations:

Users of the Website are entirely responsible for determining what, if any, taxes, if any, apply to their transactions.

The Website's owners or authors are not responsible for determining which taxes apply to transactions.

Limitation of liability:

Frontline Heroes Token shall not be held liable for any loss or harm resulting from the use of this website's material,

including written material, links to third-party sites, data, quotations, charts, and buy/sell signals. Please be fully

informed about the dangers and expenses of trading assets on the financial markets (digital or otherwise). ICOs, in

particular, are one of the riskiest investing options. There's a chance you'll lose your whole investment.

Investment risks:

Trading cryptocurrencies have a high level of risk and is not suited for all investors. You should carefully evaluate your

investing goals, level of expertise, and risk appetite before opting to trade cryptocurrencies, tokens, or any other

digital asset.



The cryptocurrency world is changing the way people think

about the utilization of currency in real-life measures. The

world and many demographics are adapting and realizing this

momentum. There are even many financial institutes,

businesses, and organizations that are now profiting,

accepting, and utilizing cryptocurrency in their specific

business model. 

There are many charity projects underway on many

platforms, exchanges, and blockchains. Although there are

success stories, it was time to put a specific tokenomic to the

benefit of the community, specific to the demographic of our

Frontline Heroes. 

INTRODUCING THE FRONTLINE HEROES TOKEN



Do you or do you know someone that works in a profession that serves their
community? Is that person a Firefighter, works in a Healthcare System, EMS,
Dispatcher, Law Enforcement, or any branch of the Armed Forces? 

I am one of those people. I have family and friends that work within those

professions. Did you know that statistically, in all the mentioned professions,

mental health issues are on the rise? Did you know, the compound stress of

the profession mixed with having a child with a disability or even having a

disability of their own can be more stressful than the job itself? 

Do you know how many of our Frontline Heroes, as I call them in the

professions I mentioned, have had injuries, suffered depression, mental health

issues, or have even attempted or committed suicide? All of which has had a

great impact on performing their duties at work, preventing them to return to

work altogether, and /or causing a financial burden on their family. I envision a

place where anyone from these professions can come to seek help whether it

be obtaining help to obtain adequate resources for a mental health issue,

gaining access to a service or support for themselves or a child with

disabilities, or financial assistance with rent, groceries, etc. 

I want one place that “Supporting those that Serve” means something. I want

to give back, be a support group, and a place to bridge the gap in a time of

need for our beloved Frontline Heroes! 

BACK STORY AND VISION AHEAD



Who are our frontline heroes? At the Frontline Heroes
Project, we believe it is those
individuals that serve their communities by working in the
fields of EMS, Fire, Police,
Dispatchers, Healthcare workers, and our Military Family!
There will be three areas of focus to provide resources.
Supporting our Frontline heroes or
their children with special needs, providing mental health
resources, and bridging the gap
specific to those that are in need with financial assistance.
While there are many charitable organizations available and
specific to one or even a project
that has a reach to multiple demographics within the world
today, we felt the need to take it a
step further. The Frontline Heroes Token felt led to make a
project that could fill the
gap and have the mindset of a “One for All” attitude.
We strive to be the one place that any of our Frontline
Heroes can come to seek help. Many
households have two of these demographics, so would it
not be a more perfect world to be
able to go to one place for resources specific to their need?

OUR FUTURE



We aim to build a decentralized technology-
based platform, with educational, economic, and
social benefits. 

We see our decentralized platform as a fairer
way of utilizing tokenomics, giving equal and fair
opportunities, depending on how many tokens
you hold. Frontline Heroes Token will be a whole
ecosystem that will provide service through
staking, NFTs and the token itself.

Our vision is to create a next-generation,
complete all-in-one platform that creates social,
financial, and e-commerce opportunities for
every person in the community.

DEFI PLATFORM



WHY FRONTLINE HEROES TOKEN?

DEFI PROTOCOL

We are providing you with unique investment
opportunity under one platform that will allow you
to buy tokens and never have to purchase one
again. Your investment will also increase in value
as the market cap grows. 

USERS VALUE FOCUS

SECURED USER DATA VALUE

The tokenomics gives straight forward
reward based on the price action. no
burn, no mint, no reflections. this allows
us to use the tokenomics to approach
centralized exchanges.  

Our founder cares deeply about privacy
and security. Our network will never use
or sell the data of its users. We do not
want to resemble the vast majority of
social media sites. Only you have access
to your personal information.

Buy a token, and sit back, watch your investment
grow. The holders can help decide the charities
and focus on growth. The holders are the key to
success and reward of the eco-system



PROJECT AND CHARITY
WALLETS

We will focus on the Frontline Heroes NFT Collection prior
of the launch of the token. 

PROJECT WALLET

CHARITY WALLET
Established with 0 tokens at the time of launch. The only
tokens sold from within the Charity wallet will be the
tokens donated to support the charity the community
decides to support. The Charity wallet will be used to give
back to those who serve. Community backing of charity
selections through voting system.

TREASURY FUND
Treasury built to invest and partner with other projects to
grow the charity wallet and allow for two things to help
the FHT eco-system 

1. Grow the amount of funds to be donated to charity

2. Grow the overall treasury to reinvest back into the FHT
project to grow Market Cap and baseline price. 



Initial Token Supply Created: 1 Billion

Presale Performance: Presale TBA
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TOKENOMICS
BUYS/SELLS

TBA



THE TEAM

Please join us on social media and all  communication

platforms 

Website 

https://frontlineheroestoken.com/ 

Discord: 

https://discord.gg/gUwuyPEr 

Twitter:  

https://twitter.com/supportFHP

Instagram: 

TBA (Use 503c Possibly) 

Facebook: 

TBA (Use 503c Possibly) 



Token Name - ------------------------------------Frontline Heroes Token

Network - -----------------------------------------ETH

Symbol---------------------------------------------FHT (TBA)

Circulation Supply--------------------------------1 Billion

THANK YOU
        FRONTLINE HEROES 


